
Edge protectors
 V

 

- profile

CUSTOMISED DIMENSIONS
 manufactures edge protectors in customised width, 
thickness and length according to the request of the customer.

PROVIDES THE GOODS WITH PROTECTION AGAINST DAMAGE
Laminated cardboard edge protectors  (called also edge protectors or angle boards or corner
boards) protect against potential damage caused in the course of loading and transportation, thus
preventing any unnecessary damage-related costs.
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Edge protectors can also be used
for protecting horizontal edges
where necessary.

When placed in vertical position 
the edge protectors protect the 
edges of packaged goods.

Simultaneous use of vertical and
horizontal edge protectors 
provide particularly �rm protection 
for the goods.

Goods packaged on pallets remain 
stable and unharmed and the edges 
of packaged goods are protected 
against damage.

Protection of the package ends 
against shock and pressure
caused by packing tape.

Edge protectors protect packaged
goods from pressure caused 
by packing tape.

Edge protectors provide both
protection and packaging at the 
same time.

Edge protectors provide higher
load tolerance and stability to
cardboard box.

white brown white

moisture
resistant

L-pro�leV-pro�le
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 fr ame profile

Simpli�es the packaging of goods 
on a pallet.

Goods packaged on pallets 
remain stable, while the edges and 
corners are protected. 

Protects the edges and corners 
of goods during transportation and 
storage.

Frame pro�le strengthens the package 
and therefore enables the products 
to be loaded on top of each other.

The corner of  frame pro�le.

valge pruun

A mm

150-6000 35-60 35-60 2-4

B mm C mm D mm E / F / G mm

100-2000

1 2

 frame pro�le can be produced with maximum two slashes.
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Edge protectors

CUSTOMISED DIMENSIONS
 manufactures edge protectors in customised width, 
thickness and length according to the request of the customer.

white

moisture
resistant

PROVIDES THE GOODS WITH PROTECTION AGAINST DAMAGE
Laminated cardboard edge protectors  (called also edge protectors or angle boards or corner
boards) protect against potential damage caused in the course of loading and transportation, thus
preventing any unnecessary damage-related costs.

R - profile
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  I - profile

 I-pro�le cut into suitable size
helps to �x the goods.

 I-pro�le protects the su rfaces
against the pressure of the packaging
straps.

When placed between the goods,
 I-pro�le prevents goods from
friction against each other.

The short I-pro�le is usable
under the cover braces in order to
prevent the brace from being pulled
through the cover.

The pro�le can be used to protect 
goods with round surfaces against 
the pressure of the packaging straps.

 I-pro�le is useful in levelling 
and adjusting processes.

Fixed I-pro�les on walls protect 
the goods from friction.

 I-pro�les can suppo rt goods 
and protects the edges of goods 
during storage.

A mm

40-6000 45-120 2-6

B mm C mm
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 I-pro�le supports and protects 
glass details during storage.

Edge protectors

white brown

CUSTOMISED DIMENSIONS
 manufactures edge protectors in customised width, 
thickness and length according to the request of the customer.

white

moisture
resistant

PROVIDES THE GOODS WITH PROTECTION AGAINST DAMAGE
Laminated cardboard edge protectors (called also edge protectors or angle boards or corner
boards) protect against potential damage caused in the course of loading and transportation, thus
preventing any unnecessary damage-related costs.
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 W-pro�le protects round
corners.

 W-pro�le protects round
edges of goods.

 W - profile

Both internal as well as external edges
of goods can be protected 
simultaneously.

Densely perforated W-pro�le allows 
to protect the fringes of gaps 
with small diameters.

 W-pro�le helps to protect
round edges of goods.

 W-pro�le is suitable 
for protecting the edges 
in di�erent shapes.

Perforated W-pro�le with a suitable 
step can �exibly help to protect 
round and straight edges.

The client is able to order the necessary 
step density of the W-pro�le 
to protect edges and corners.

 W-pro�le edge protectors are suitable for round and oval-sha ped goods, as well as for goods 
of various shapes, allowing �exible covering of external and internal corners.

A mm

500-6000 30-120 30-80 1,2-4

B mm C mm D mm E mm

35-2000
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Edge protectors

PROVIDES THE GOODS WITH PROTECTION AGAINST DAMAGE
Laminated cardboard edge protector protect against potential damage caused in the 
course of loading and transportation, thus preventing any unnecessary damage-related costs.

white brown

CUSTOMISED DIMENSIONS
 manufactures edge protectors in customised width, 
thickness and length according to the request of the customer.

white

moisture
resistant
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A mm

300-7000 25-100 20-120 2 - 6
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Equal sides Pressing e�ect Unegual sides Di�erent options

E

B mm C mm D mm E mm

25-100

U - profile
Edge protectors

 U-pro�le edge protector is suitable to protect the corners and edges against scratches and 
hits at the same time. The padding glued inside the U-pro�le secures the protection against great impacts.

PROVIDES THE GOODS WITH PROTECTIONAGAINST DAMAGE
Laminated cardboard edge protectors protect against potential damage caused in the 
course of loading and transportation, thus preventing any unnecessary damage-related costs.

white brown

CUSTOMISED DIMENSIONS
 manufactures edge protectors in customised width, 
thickness and length according to the request of the customer.

white

moisture
resistant

Protects ideally simultaneously 
the corners and edges.

The padding glued on the edge 
of the  U-pro�le helps 
to protect the protruding parts of goods.

Special solution of the two pro�les 
can set up a box. 

Padding on the bottom of the pro�le 
protects goods from strong hits.

 U-pro�le protects fragile 
goods as glass from shattering 
during transportation.

Fits ideally to protect newly installed 
doorposts from scratches and 
hits during house construction.

U-pro�les can be ordered in needed 
dimensions.

 U-protects the edges and 
corners of goods during transportation 
and storage.
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SHOCK AND PRESSURE RESISTANT
 edge protectors are manufactured by laminating seve ral cardboard layers. Cardboard layers
are glued, pressed and shaped. Special glue and top level laminating technology ensure high shock
and pressure resistance of edge protectors.

BASED ON FACTORY`S OWN CARDBOARD PRODUCTION

MADE OF 100% SCRAP PAPER

SUITABLE FOR RECYCLING

NEW AND UP-TO-DATE PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

PROFESSIONAL OPERATORS

CONSTANT HIGH QUALITY

The edge protectors are manufactured from the cardboard produced at  paper mill
thus ensuring constant high quality of production and due date shipments.

Environmental-friendly  edge protectors are made of cardboard produced 1 00% from
scrap paper.

 edge protectors are suitable for recycling.

 the edge protectors are produced on the fully automatic edge protector
line , which gives continuous high-quality productio n.
The line has been supplemented with additional equipment for producing di�erent pro�les.
  continuously renews its production technology in order to o�er the clients
products according to their needs.

The production line operators for edge protectors have completed full training. Vocational skills are
consistently developed and the employees keep up with technological development.

Cardboard with constant high quality, state-of-the-art laminating technology, the best possible
modern equipment and competent operators ensure constant high quality of the production.

Covered by a special paper intended for edge protectors

The name, slogan or logo of the client can be printed on the
 edge protectors thereby making the deiver y
wellrecognized


